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Digitalization is nothing new: Connectivity drives the current
industrial revolutions in manufacturing
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Connectivity enables Smart Services.
Actors in ecosystems can now coordinate worldwide in realtime with data and connected products
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Coordination requires change in the ecosystem interactions
• digital technologies can facilitate servitization and the implementation of new business models
We know

• but we still have limited knowledge on the ecosystem responses

• the success of new service offerings and corresponding business models
• will be influenced by and influence the surrounding ecosystem of actors

We do not
know

• that the new offerings will need to be accepted by other ecosystem actors
• how manufacturing firms can build ecosystem legitimacy in the context of digital servitization

RQ: How do new smart services introduced by manufacturing
firms gain legitimacy in established ecosystems?
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Theoretical assumptions 1: process from idea to operational smart
service
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Theoretical assumptions 2: Legitimacy can be manipulated by
discursive and performative actions
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Ecosystem legitimacy is about achieving a generalized perception in the ecosystem that the smart service is an
appropriate solution to problems in the ecosystem and that the company providing this service is desirable
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Research Design and preliminary findings
Single-case study
A world-leading manufacturing
organization who has successfully
introduced a smart service in an
existing ecosystem.

Data collection
Semi-structured interviews,
snowball sampling of ecosystem
actors
Company annual reports,
webpages, videos, media articles

The focus of the focal company is
pragmatic legitimacy,
whilst the enabling legitimacy for
the smart service was
moral (persons)
and cognitive (Digitalization)

Data analysis
Flexible pattern matching
build on theoretical assumtions
and generate new theory

In an established ecosystem
"talk is cheap", and
performative legitimation
activites were instrumental
in gaining ecosystem legitimacy
for the smart service.

Preliminary takeaway
• Smart services started with a «leap of faith»
• Value was easy to describe & difficult to measure
• Increased security & less human errors
• Realtime information

• Smart services can be added to the manufacturing company’s offering, but «talk is
cheap»
• Once the smart service gathered momentum, the ecosystem actors experienced value
and increased their commitment to contributing to the service.

Thank you

Digital technologies enabling BMI in manufacturing
• Ecosystem acceptance of Digital Servitization
• ISPIM presentation December 2021
• Technovation submission May 2022

• Blockchain for Servitization – facilitating trust in interfirm cooperation

• Sharing data – Mechanisms for overcoming trust-barriers and monetizing on company data
• Using Data Gumbo as a case?
• ISPIM Abstract in February 2022 – conference in June 2022

• Putting a price on a bit – The value of enterprise data

• Decision-making, Operations, External actors
• Potential cooperation with a Information Systems PhD candidate

• Data-driven business model innovation
• Creating a tokenized economy with smart contracts – future of digital joint ventures?

